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“Won’t You Be My Neighbor?”:
Intergenerational Dialogics in Mister
Rogers’ Neighborhood Viewer Mail
Alexandra Castro Klarén

From the opening of each Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood (MRN) program, Fred Rogers
invites his viewers to converse with him. MRN viewer letters demonstrate the efficacy of
this call in the familiar and conversational manner in which viewers address the
program’s host. This article examines a sample of these letters from the perspective of
Mikhail Bakhtin’s dialogical theorization of the conversational moment—a moment
that “provokes an answer, anticipates it, and structures itself in the answer’s direction.”
Along with Bakhtin, the dialogical perspectives of Roger Burggraeve, Paulo Freire, and
Martin Buber are examined and applied to further elucidate the communication ethics
at work in the lettered correspondence and on the television program. MRN viewer
letters reveal a remarkable consistency in their thematic quality and constitute a field of
study about the dialogical relationship between Rogers and his audience.

Keywords: Communication education (Teacher–Student); Communication Ethics;
Dialogic; Interpersonal Communication; Television

In a 1969 letter written to Fred Rogers, a mother discusses how her young son, Peter, a
viewer of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood (henceforth MRN), pretends to be the pro-
gram’s host by donning a bath robe and walking about the house singing his favorite
MRN song, “You’ve Got To Do It.” She thanks Rogers and expresses her wish that
other shows “have the inventive to bring the same type of program into [our] home
instead of 4 hours of cartoons and those terrible Three Stooges.” In another 1969
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letter, a mother praises Rogers’ “quality of instruction,” his “excellent approach to all
aspects of a child’s life,” and the puppets’ “real-life experiences.” “Whenever Daddy
gets home early,” she continues, “he joins us [in viewing MRN].” “Often we talk about
people on your show for days afterward,” she writes.

From the opening of each MRN program, host Fred Rogers presents his viewers
with an invitation to conversation. The letters he received demonstrate the efficacy of
this invitational rhetoric1 in the respectful and conversational manner in which they
address him. Such correspondence reaffirms Rogers’ attempts to elicit the implicit
dialogical dynamics of communication. In this regard, Mikhail Bakhtin’s sense of a
dialogic situation in which “the word in living conversation is directly, blatantly,
oriented to a future answer-word,”2 often characterized as “answerability,”3 is useful.
This article examines viewer letters written to Fred Rogers during the 1970s and 80s,
from the perspective of four scholars of dialogic communication ethics—Mikhail
Bakhtin, Roger Burggraeve, Paulo Freire, and Martin Buber.

Belgian philosopher Roger Burggraeve’s conceptualization of ethical emotionality,
which he defines as “passion through and for the other”4 or “heteronomous affection
by the vulnerable face of the other,”5 constitutes a rich theoretical framework for
analyzing MRN viewer letters and lends an important Christian ethical communica-
tion framework to these dynamic texts. Burggraeve’s concept dovetails with Bakhtin’s
dialogical theorization of the conversational moment—a moment which “provokes an
answer, anticipates it, and structures itself in the answer’s direction.”6 Freire’s dialogic
relations method of learning, rooted in an understanding of dialogue as “an existential
necessity,”7 further elucidates the humanizing and transformative nature of dialogue
as witnessed in the viewer letters. As an educator of Latin America’s poor and
proponent of Liberation Theology, Freire adds further perspective on dialogical ethics
and pedagogy within the sphere of education. Finally, Buber’s phenomenological
understanding of dialogue as a process in which people come to being in relation to
each other offers us additional critical depth in assessing the processes occurring in
the “between” space of conversational interaction.

In the following analysis, I argue that MRN employs a dialogical communication
ethic in which viewers of the program feel compelled to respond to the call of the
program’s host, Fred Rogers, through the then-dominant interpersonal medium of
letter writing. Rogers invites his viewers to spend time with him at his “television
house.” He refers to each program as a “television visit,” implying interactive meeting
between him and his viewer in real time. As such, he frames his program as an
experience of sharing existence, an event that calls us into dialogue, “not only with
other human beings, but also with the symbolic environment we encode and decode
to configure our notion of ‘the world.’”8 As Michael Holquist writes in his work on
Bakhtin’s dialogism, “the world addresses us and we are alive and human to the
degree that we are answerable, i.e. to the degree that we can respond to addressivity.”9

If dialogue is an essential component of existence, as Bakhtin posits, what does it
mean for Rogers to ground his television program in a dialogical communication
ethos? What communication practices does he employ televisually to achieve this sort
of interpersonal exchange? How does this dialogical framework affect Rogers’ viewers?

2 A. C. Klarén
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Given the dialogical nature of the program, is “audience” the proper term for viewers
of MRN?10 What relevance does this dialogical analysis hold for today’s children’s
media and its producers?

In the past, prominent industry agents and communication scholars viewed 20th-
century mass communication technologies of radio, film, and television through the lens
of the linear transmission model of communication in which a sender creates a message
that travels uninterrupted to millions of intended receivers. Rogers’ analysis of television
as part and parcel of a transactional communication process was prescient. In contrast to
the transmissionmodel, in which communication is viewed as something one person does
to another, the transactional model suggests that communication is “not only something
that we engage in (or create) together, but [also] an experience that affects us” such that
we are changed.11 The transactional view further suggests that each communicator is at
once a sender and receiver, emphasizing the all-encompassing nature of communication
as a symbolic production of reality as identified by James Carey. As such, “meanings [are]
not reproduced by ‘receivers’ but produced collaboratively and dialogically by commu-
nicators who are simultaneously and prototypically speakers and listeners.”12

Meticulous in his creation of a dialogical communication environment in which
calls to reflection, imagination, and understanding take place within a highly ritualized
visual and oral communication reality, Rogers, a student of child development, aimed
to create a safe space where a variety of issues could be discussed through the new
mass medium. Carey’s ritual view of communication offers a particularly enlightening
lens through which to view MRN, as it emphasizes communication as a “sacred
ceremony that draws persons together in fellowship and commonality” and “is linked
to terms such as “sharing, participation, association, fellowship and the possession of a
common faith.”13 The letters written to Rogers provide evidence that viewers, through
their daily, ritualized participation in MRN’s symbolically produced televisual reality,
developed a relationship with Rogers in which they felt compelled to personally and
formally respond to his dialogical prompts.

In his groundbreaking 1975 work, Erik Barnouw argues that television has
bypassed the traditional roles of parent, teacher, priest, grandparent, etc. in its
power to transmit values to children.14 More recently in 2001, Dorothy and Jerome
Singer identify the popular media as educators and socializers of growing children.15

This perspective, now recognized in axiomatic form as a given in both academia and
American society at large, is one that Rogers recognized when he began his work in
the 1950s. In an undated document entitled “What The Church Can Do About It,”
Rogers wrote that since the television is bought and placed in the home by parents,
“it’s as if the parents were bringing—and condoning—what their children see on the
set.”16 Barnouw appeared to share Rogers’ view of television’s growing authority when
he asserted in 1975 that the medium is quickly becoming the dominant shared
experience in the modern world. If this is the case, what can we learn from Rogers’
ethically grounded communication practices?

Speaking at Yale University in 1972, Rogers decried the values of those concerned
with the business of television at the expense of content quality. With a particular
concern for the ways that television viewing impacts human development, especially
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child development, Rogers stated that “within the family—and television is within the
family—we need to communicate the worth of the simple, the necessity of being
honest—and the uniqueness as well as the relationship of all human beings.”17 He and
his primary consultant, child development specialist Dr. Margaret McFarland, felt
strongly that television was destined to become part of the family communication
dynamic of the home. Rogers saw MRN as embedded in the family culture of every
home and aptly named his production company, Family Communications, Inc. More
than 30 years later, Singer and Singer ask what it means for children to grow up in a
milieu in which popular reading and electronic sources of input compete daily with
the “live” people around them (e.g., parents, family, or teachers).18

Much of the research on television and children has addressed concerns about the
“healthy” development of children in relation to the medium. Indeed, the “healthy”
development of children was Rogers’ primary motivator and ultimate concern, as he
stated in his testimony before the Senate in 1967:

I’ve worked in the field of child development for six years now, trying to understand
the inner needs of children…. And I feel that if we in public television can make it
clear that feelings are mentionable and manageable, then we will have done a great
service for mental health.19

Contemporary media scholars have written extensively on the ways in which com-
mercial values have impacted children’s subjectivities, emphasizing the political-
economic foundations of the television industry and the primary goal of delivering
audiences to advertisers.20 With the advent of digital media and its growing ubiquity
in American lives, demand for studies on media influence on children continues to
grow and now include a wide range of both traditional and novel analytical perspec-
tives including uses and gratifications, cognitive function effects, socialization effects,
audience studies, etc. These approaches to investigating children’s television and its
role in influencing individual and collective consciousness are useful and have con-
tributed to a finer understanding of the complexities of televisual-societal proble-
matics. My inquiry, however, addresses the phenomenon from the perspective of
theories on dialogue and communication ethics.

Ronald C. Arnett, Janie M. Harden Fritz, and Leeanne M. Bell have identified the
process of dialogue as first principle in postmodern communication ethics. Their work
on communication ethics and dialogue puts forth the idea that in a postmodern world
primarily characterized by difference, dialogue becomes a fundamental ethical good
that must be employed in everyday life. Arnett notes Melissa Cook’s work (2005) on
how “views of the good respond differently to particular concerns in given historical
moments.”21 This is useful in regards to his assessment of the dialogical ethical
imperative in postmodernity. “The postmodern moment,” writes Arnett, “is an
opportunity for those wanting to learn from difference.”22 In response to the works
of Robert Bellah (1985) and Robert Putnam (2001), which detail the growing isolation
and alienation experienced in postmodern American society, Arnett argues that a very
serious “error of the moment” is taking place and that “the temptation of assuming
that we can function without regard for the other” puts at risk the very notion of
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ethics and human survival.23 A prominent scholar in dialogic ethics, Arnett empha-
sizes the works of four philosophers—Martin Buber, Hans Gadamer, Paulo Freire, and
Hannah Arendt—as foundational in the shaping of understanding dialogue. I will be
using Freire extensively in this piece.

In Dialogue: Theorizing Difference in Communication Studies, the editors iden-
tify the dialogical theories of Buber, Gadamer, Habermas, and Bakhtin as touch-
stone works for communication scholars focused on dialogue and its theoretical
variations. The conceptual turn toward dialogue provides us with a rich and fertile
perspective from which to analyze and theorize about mass media texts such as
MRN, which is rooted in an interpersonal ethic aimed at transcending the emo-
tional space between screen actors and viewers. Though primarily focused on
analyzing viewer correspondence from a dialogical perspective, this article builds
communication bridges between a variety of subfields including interpersonal
communication, childhood culture, television studies, mass communication, and
communication ethics.

Viewer letters are crucial to Rogers’ sense of dialoging with his audience as he
responded to each one. That he retained all the correspondence received during
MRN’s 33 years of programming testifies to the unusual importance it holds for
Rogers’ communication project at large. As a 2012 Fred Rogers Memorial Scholar,
I carried out original research for this article at the Fred Rogers Archives, located
at Saint Vincent College in Latrobe, Pennsylvania. There I read and sorted through
hundreds of letters of correspondence written between the years 1968 and 1983.
Letters for analysis were selected according to rhetorical patterns of affective
expression and communication exchange in content and/or style. The small letter
sample analyzed in this article is representative of a multitude of intergenerational
and gendered viewer mail characterized by affect display, self-disclosure, and an
ethos of gratitude.

These letters reveal a remarkable consistency in their collective thematic quality
and constitute a field of study about the dialogical relationship between the
program’s host, the historical Fred Rogers, and MRN’s audience. Most viewers
write to express an emotional and affective identification with Rogers. They also
convey a sincere appreciation for how the show sparks their curiosities and their
family conversations, as was Rogers’ intention. “I’m not that interested in ‘mass
communications,’” he has said, “I am much more interested in what happens
between this person and the one watching. The space between the television set
and that person who’s watching is very holy ground.”24 My research reveals that
Rogers deploys television as a dialogical medium in which the active understand-
ing of the audience is as important as the messages communicated, and his
“audience” responds in kind.

What is also remarkable about this letter collection is the intergenerational and
gendered diversity among the viewers who include mothers, children, teenagers,
seniors, and fathers. As such, I engage in an underlying discussion about commu-
nication across the lifespan as I analyze the ethical frameworks revealed by viewers in
their assessment of the program. I examine letters from two generationally different
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categories of viewer letter writers—young adults and mothers. The article is structured
around three pieces of correspondence representative of the larger body of letters that
feature expressions of affect and self-disclosure at their center—(a) young adult Glenn
Greenwald, (b) young adult Julie Cruise, and (c) mother Sally Rector.

Dialoguing Through Television and Letter Writing

The letters written to Rogers from young adults (henceforth YAs) are often tinged
with a hue of childhood lament and a desire to reconnect. YAs often express a feeling
of embarrassment for writing to their “television friend” from childhood yet continue
to exclaim their affection for him and for the meaningful role he played, and in some
cases still plays, in their lives. Sometimes the teens seek Rogers’ advice or an answer to
a question with which they are struggling.

The emotional flow that emerges in these lettered expressions is notable in its
relationship to the dialogical quality of address. Most of the writers place themselves
almost immediately in intimate conversation and relationship with Rogers and, self-
reflexively, with themselves. They take Rogers with them on an emotional journey in
which they first expose vulnerable feelings of embarrassment or shame and then shift
towards a tone of self-acceptance and reassurance, as if to remind themselves that with
Rogers they are in a safe place that is welcoming and free of judgment. Reassured of
the existence of this secure space, writers tend to exclaim their appreciation of Rogers’
presence in their young lives and seek his counsel for personal dilemmas or dramas.

Recognizing, Reuniting, and Reconciling—Dialoging with a Teen Boy

In his 1982 letter, Brooklynite Glenn Greenwald notes that, “seven years ago, I used to
watch you every day on channel 13 and would sing along with you as you welcomed
me into your neighborhood.”25 He tells Rogers he will turn 13 years old in a few
months and that he recently stumbled upon MRN. Glenn reveals that while catching
the final 5 minutes of the program, he found himself wondering if Rogers remem-
bered him. “You seemed to be looking right at me,” he writes, “and your last words
were ‘I like you just the way you are.’” Glenn recognizes this line from watching the
program as a child and recalls that Rogers always said these words while leaving his
house and ending the program. “It really took me back,” he continues, exclaiming that
he is a graduate of “your program” and that he “is not sorry” about it.

Connecting with his inner child through the friendly figure of Mister Rogers, Glenn
expresses both affection for his former self and also, at the end of the letter, a hint of
shame for expressing such affections. As a 13 year-old boy, he likely feels that the
sensitive, vulnerable young child who adoringly watched MRN should no longer be a
part of his teenage-male self. Yet in his statement, “I am a graduate of your show and I
am not sorry that I am,” he dismisses this internalized idea and proclaims his pride for
both his former self and his connection to Rogers.

6 A. C. Klarén
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Most interesting for this inquiry is Glenn’s confession that while revisiting the
show several years after watching it routinely as a young child, he finds himself
wondering if Rogers recognizes him. As if engaged in a reunion with a significant
adult from his childhood, Glenn relates to Rogers on an interpersonal level. In a
recorded dialogue between MRN consultant Margaret McFarland and Rogers, McFar-
land tells Rogers that, “the real difference between your program and most television
for children is that it is less a show for children and more of real communication with
them.” This is the reason that when the children meet Mister Rogers in person at a
public event, “they run up to you and throw their arms around your legs and call you
‘my Mister Rogers’ and anticipate that you will recognize them as they recognize
you.”26 McFarland’s observation reveals not only how viewers feel comfortable
enough to physically embrace Rogers at first meeting but also how established his
relationship with them must be prior to experiencing an embodied encounter.

Becoming More Human—Dialoguing with a Young Woman

In 1975, 17 year-old Julie Cruise of St. Louis, Missouri, penned a letter to Rogers,
noting her avid viewing of MRN. Although some of her peers find it “weird,” she
writes, she enjoys the program “immensely.”27 Julie confesses, however, that she did
not “always feel this way” and notes that even recently when watching the program at
her six-year-old nephew’s insistence, she could “barely endure each half hour.” She
found the “Neighborhood of Make-Believe” segment “particularly annoying” but
watched because she “generally had nothing better to do.” Then, in a reflective turn,
she writes that while she did not enjoy the show itself, “there was something in the
attitude of the performers” and especially Rogers’ approach that did appeal to her.

You actually seemed to care about the viewer. There was a type of communication
there that I had never experienced before—particularly from the television. I was
impressed.

Julie found herself tuning in after her nephew left for the summer. When she sat down
to view another PBS28 program, “Villa Alegre,” she turned her television on as Rogers
was saying his goodbyes to viewers, singing “…and you’ll have things you’ll want to
talk about, I will too.” “That lyric meant a lot to me because I believed that unless I
had something revolutionary or brilliant to talk about, it wasn’t worth speaking. You
seemed to say that it is all right to tell people what I think, brilliant or insignificant.”
Thus, she found herself watching earlier in order to view the program in its entirety.

Julie continues, reaching into her interior spaces when writing about Rogers’
rhetoric of feelings. Again and again, she hears him tell his viewers the importance
of expressing their feelings. “Whether it be anger, happiness, fear, or worry,” she
writes, “they must come out.” Julie knows from experience that Rogers’ message is
“true” because she grew up in an environment where feelings were viewed as “bad
things” and “a sign of weakness.” After internalizing this message for years, she thinks
she has become “not a person who doesn’t express feelings, but one who doesn’t have
them.” “I have become dehumanized to an amazing degree,” she writes, noting how
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beneficial MRN has been to her as she experiences good feelings while watching the
show. “I have hope and almost believe now that I can change and become a caring
person.” She thanks Rogers for caring about people and for sharing himself and his
ideas with people like her, who need support. “God bless you,” she writes. “I can even
enjoy the Neighborhood of Make Believe now.”

Julie’s reconnection with and reassessment of MRN establishes another theme often
found in letters from YAs—the need for healing and its discovery through a return to
viewing MRN. When revisiting the program as a teenager, she initially finds the
program silly and “annoying.” Later, in the absence of her nephew,29 she finds herself
interested when she begins to perceive Rogers’ deeper messages of care below the
surface of the program activity. Such expression, along with Rogers’ encouragement of
feeling recognition, touches Julie on an inner level, so much so that she has a self-
realizing moment in which she recognizes how years of stifling her feelings have
transformed her into a non-feeling, “dehumanized” person. Seeing herself in a new
light, as a result of her interior dialoging with Rogers, she expresses how she has been
healed. Rogers’ expressions of care for her have inspired the rise of positive emotions
within. This internalization has given Julie hope and empowered her to believe that
she can now change from being a non-feeling person to a caring one.

In his chapter on dialogue and freedom, Paulo Freire writes:

Dialogue is the encounter between men, mediated by the world, in order to name
the world. Hence, dialogue cannot occur between those who want to name the
world and those who do not wish this naming—between those who deny others
the right to speak their word and those whose right to speak had been denied
them. Those who have been denied their primordial right to speak their word
must first reclaim this right and prevent the continuation of this dehumanizing
aggression.30

It would appear that Julie, in her letter, has come to some self-realization about the
ways she has censored herself both in thought and in speech. Finding such self-
censorship oppressive and stifling, she remarkably employs the same term Freire uses
to describe the oppression of poor indigenous communities in Latin America—
dehumanizing. Julie thus credits her continual viewing of MRN and, more specifically,
the care he emotes to her throughout the show with placing her on the path to a
liberating self-realization process regarding the expression of her feelings. From the
perspective of Freire, Julie’s letter is a self-affirming exclamation of her rediscovered
humanity through viewing MRN. It could also be considered her formal dialogical
response to a conversation she has been having with Rogers internally since she began
re-watching his program. “If it is in speaking their word that people, by naming the
world, transform it, dialogue imposes itself as the way by which they achieve sig-
nificance as human beings,” Freire writes. “Dialogue is thus an existential necessity.”31

In characterizing her inability to vocalize her feelings as dehumanizing and her
awakening to feeling expression as good, Julie validates and universalizes Freire’s
argument regarding the “existential necessity” of dialogue.

Rogers has stated that he considered his television program his ministry. He spent
several years studying for his master’s degree in Divinity at the Pittsburgh Theological
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Seminary. His understanding of the human person was significantly influenced by his
religious background in the Presbyterian faith and his advanced seminary study. It
thus behooves those who study his program and its reception to make the appropriate
connection between his televisual communication and his faith in a way that fosters a
clearer understanding of his various points of departure.

Rogers’ decision to omit explicit religious language and symbols from his public
television program is important to highlight as it speaks not only to the rhetorical
constraints of the postwar period but also to the project of historicizing Rogers in a
properly holistic way. Although he refrained from contextualizing his program in overt
Christian language, in part to meet the secular requirements of PBS, Rogers’ embedd-
edness in Christianity matters because the presuppositions we bring to our interactions
with others are critically important. Indeed, if left inarticulate, others will import their
own assumptions about the framework one brings to any given encounter.

One such importation of presupposition can be seen in a 2013 discussion on Fox News
Channel’s Fox and Friends, in which commentators decry the implications of Rogers’
phrase, “You are Special.” Here Rogers is criticized for creating a generation of young
adults who carry with them a problematic “sense of entitlement.” Co-host Steve Doocy
notes that, “experts” are positing that millennials who grew up watchingMRN were told
they were special just for being themselves (read: for doing nothing). Doocy notes that
Rogers did not say, “If you want to be special, you’re going to have to work hard.”32

The Fox and Friends critique speaks to a misreading of Rogers’ guiding principles
and aims. Doocy negatively characterizes as over-indulgent and pandering Rogers’
media text. His rhetorical work has the effect of distancing Rogers’ pedagogy from
values of hard work and discipline, which are in fact inscribed in every MRN show
through an emphasis on artistry, craftsmanship, and the importance of practice.
Doocy’s claim eclipses this reality of MRN’s focus on creative work and practice. Co-
host Elisabeth Hasselbeck flippantly calls Rogers “an evil, evil man” at the beginning
of the segment, supposedly for fostering this “sense of entitlement” in his viewers.
Hasselbeck’s assertion does not even hint to the fact that Rogers’ line, “You are special
just for being you,” is partly rooted in the notion that Christ values every human being
regardless of sect, class, race, and individual deeds. She carries out a superb job of
decontextualization in order to make a false claim.

Regardless of the value judgments at work in this example, the more relevant
takeaway for our discussion is that scholars and citizens alike must be thorough when
researching and analyzing empirical texts and agents in order to understand them in
their proper context and in all their complexity. Because Rogers strived to meet the
rhetorical constraints of public broadcasting by operating within a strict secular
discourse, he left room for others to derive their own assumptions and narratives
about the framework he brought to his television encounter. This example points to
the broader consequences of secularism, pluralism, and the ways they have developed
in the United States. From its early manifestations in the first half of the 20th century,
calls for pluralism have almost uniformly resulted in the privatization of religion and
religious expression rather than the public, plural articulation of a variety of religious
perspectives.
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Burggraeve discusses the importance of a “relational and emotionally involved
God” in the Christian tradition, noting that Jesus always speaks of God in a well-
defined way. In doing so, he links Him to the idea of kingship and lordship,
announcing not a high and mighty image of God but rather “a God who comes
near and who precisely discards His ‘tremendous majesty’ and binds Himself with ‘the
poor, the weeping, the hungry, the crushed’ (cf. the Beatitudes).”33 In this conception
of the divine, God is not, as he had been conceived of prior to this point, an alienating
theoretical or metaphysical category. Rather,

God is always Someone, a You, a “person,” which is understood as merciful and
loving. He is touched by what concerns and happens to people. This implies that
God is also sensitive and moved, and this in His philosophical, or necessary
principle of explanation, but a living Someone who in His “heart,” unto “the
marrow of His bones,” is moved by what people go through in their history.34

Here, God’s involvement, writes Burggraeve, is understood “emotionally.” God “suf-
fers and feels pain in His belly by the suffering of people. He is affected by what
happens.”35 He is thus, as Burggraeve writes, a dynamic, not a static God. Such an
understanding of the Christian God is important to understanding Rogers’ project and
the way that he succeeds in reaching viewers on a personal, healing basis, as he did
with Julie.

Burggraeve’s discussion is rooted in an understanding of “emotionality as an
experience of belongingness in security and participation whereby both the confron-
tation with what is ‘reasonable’ and ethically responsible as well as the integration in a
sustaining perspective of meaning is embedded and made possible.”36 Employing the
terms of postwar child psychologist D. W. Winnicott, Burggraeve proclaims that
emotional embedment creates the necessary “potential space” for education by creat-
ing a “milieu” of “safety, ambience, security, conviviality, and familiarity” in order to
provide young people with a sense of home in themselves and in relation to one
another.37

Rogers begins his response to Julie by creating this kind of safe, affirming, convivial
“milieu” described by Winnicott, using words of appreciation and welcome. “Your
beautiful, sensitive letter was a real gift,” he writes. “I was deeply moved by your
description of how your own discovery of your feelings developed as a part of your
relationship with our program.”38 Such a heightened understanding of the relational
role MRN plays for viewers is a constant theme in his early writings. In his Yale
speech, Rogers notes how television has become a fixture in every home, the attitudes
expressed on it naturally “become involved in family communications,” thus viewing
it “must be considered as having its roots at the core of human development.” He
grasps the power of the television medium to reach people directly and fashions MRN
in an intentional dialogical relationship with the viewer and within the domestic,
family milieu. Understanding Burggraeve’s “emotional embedment” allows us to see
how Rogers creates Winnicott’s “necessary potential space” for education. Julie’s letter
demonstrates the success of his efforts in the detailing of her transformational healing
process.
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In his reply, Rogers writes how he imagines, with joy, that Julie’s growing ability to
communicate her feelings to others and “feel their response” must give her great
pleasure. Recognizing the depth of her interior process, Rogers notes that the insight
she must have had into herself in order to express her transformation “could only
have evolved after an intense inner struggle.” “Growing isn’t easy at any age,” he
writes. Careful to credit her with the success of her own self-realization and transfor-
mation, he writes,

I am very aware that you were already striving to become more open to your
feelings, and that the program was only a part of your own desire to reach out to
others. But I’m so glad to feel that I was a part of it. You are a special person. I like
the way you’re growing and I like you, exactly as you are.

While Julie writes to praise Rogers for the positive personal effects that MRN has had
on her, Rogers humbly transfers credit back to Julie in his reply, identifying within her
an already present effort to liberate her feelings and their expression while placing his
agency in the process as a secondary force.

Freire argues that a liberating education must consist of acts of cognition rather
than in the transferal of information. He critiques the standard model of Western
education in which information is “deposited” into the minds of students by teachers.
Such an approach to educating is not in fact educational at all, he writes. On the
contrary, it is oppressive in its exercising of domination and control by obviating
thinking and operating at the level of narrative.39 Such pedagogy results in the
alienation of both teacher and student. “Authentic liberation—the process of huma-
nization—is not another deposit to be made in men,” he writes.40 In contrast,
“liberation is a praxis,” he continues, “the action and reflection of men and women
upon their world in order to transform it.”

For Freire, the ideal method to employ in this liberation praxis is what he calls
“dialogical relations.”41

Through dialogue, the teacher-of-the-students and the students-of-the-teacher cease
to exist and a new term emerges: teacher-student with student-teachers. The teacher
is no longer merely the one who teaches, but one who is himself taught in dialogue
with the students, who in turn while being taught, also teach. They become jointly
responsible for a process in which all grow.

There are several aspects of Freire’s “dialogical relations” method to be found in the
correspondence between Rogers and Julie. First, Julie writes that she perceives in
Rogers an expression of care. Such affective expression, which she perceives as
sincere, creates an opening of reception within Julie and compels her to continue
to view the program. Next, she begins to internalize one of Rogers’ daily messages.
Expressed in song, this lyric highlights the dialogic communication Rogers’ seeks
with his viewer—“and you’ll have things you want to talk about, I will too.”42 Julie’s
internalization allows this lyric to act as a tool for analysis of her own inner
dynamics by prompting her to listen.

Because it is grounded in dialogical practice, Rogers’ rhetoric calls for viewers to
listen not only to his speech but to the inner responses to his prompts. This repeated
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invitation begins to cognitively penetrate Julie’s understanding of self and interperso-
nal environment. She realizes that Rogers’ encouraging gestures for his viewers to
speak and share with him are in stark contrast to the messages she has received and
internalized for most of her life. Prompted by this dialogical exchange, Julie sets out
on a journey of self-realization and healing tied directly to speech, thus fulfilling
Freire’s aspiration for a liberating education that stresses engagement in productive
listening and speech. Such productive listening leads to a cognitive moment cherished
by Freire as a pedagogical goal.

In reading Julie’s letter, Rogers too learns from his viewer. In the dialogical process,
Freire writes, teacher and student “become jointly responsible for a process in which
all grow.” Here, the authority figure of teacher (i.e., Rogers) is “on the side of freedom,
not against it. Here, no one teaches another, nor is anyone self-taught.” Rather,
“people teach each other, mediated by the world.”43 While Freire envisions a space
of exchange where the teacher and students are materially present, Rogers offers MRN
as the ground (world) where a communication exchange takes place.

Sharing Existence—Dialoging with a Grieving Mother

In 1974, Sally Rector, a mother of three, wrote to Rogers to inform him of the
death of her five-year-old son, Tommy. Rector begins her letter stating that she is,
at the moment, “listening to your wonderful voice,” which reminds her of the joy
MRN brought to her son.44 Next, she informs him that the boy died at 6:45 AM
on August 19, just a few days after he received a letter and pictures from Rogers.
“He was very happy about your caring—as were we all,” she writes. Noting her
understanding of children’s innocence and acceptance, she tells Rogers that her
other two children—twins, Donny and Marty—took the news “very well.” She was
relieved by their reaction to Tommy’s death but writes that “after having seen my
son die, I am full of bitterness, that hopefully, will fade with time.” She wishes that
Rogers could explain to the twins, Donny and Marty, why she gets so angry about
“Tommy being gone,” as she feels that she does not understand her own feelings
enough to explain them to the boys. Sally then wishes to share a “Thank You”
letter Tommy wrote to him but states that she simply cannot part with it and will
thus attempt to emulate it in his own “five-year-old penmanship.” In her emula-
tion, she writes, “Dear Mr. Rogers thank you for the record I like it very much.
I.V. doesnt hurt just a little bit when they put it in. Love Tommy.” “I miss his
beauty and wish so many people could have met him.” Sally concludes by expres-
sing hope that Rogers will continue to “generate all that love and care,” which she
saw in Tommy and in others.

Sally’s letter, together with her emulation of her son’s posthumous letter, constitu-
tes the point of loving encounter that Freire finds indispensible in the true dialogic
relationship. The dialogic encounter, for Freire, is not a place where two people speak
to one another but rather a place where two people share a moment of affective
movement. For Freire,
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Dialogue cannot exist in the absence of a profound love for the world and for
people…. Love is at the same time the foundation of dialogue and dialogue itself. It
is thus necessarily the task of responsible Subjects and cannot exist in a relation of
domination…. Because love is an act of courage, not of fear, love is a commitment
to others…. And this commitment, because it is loving, is dialogical.”45

Nor can dialogue exist without humility, a disposition Freire deems the opposite of
both arrogance and self-sufficiency. “Someone who cannot acknowledge himself to be
as mortal as everyone else still has a long way to go before he can reach the point of
encounter.”46

Sally’s letter reveals the dialogical nature of her relationship to Rogers in the
rhetorical spirit of love, humility, and faith with which she writes. She presents
herself, in all her humility, grief, and confusion, to Rogers in her most vulnerable
state. Such an act requires not only courage but a deep faith that Rogers will
respond to her gesture with love and understanding. Along with love and humility,
Freire identifies faith in humanity as the third and final component of dialogue.
Such faith can be found in Sally’s letter, struggling in conjunction with the forces of
anger, grief, and despair that she is experiencing and which cloud her love for her
two other children. For example, after she hand-copies Tommy’s letter and
expresses her admiration for his lost beauty, Sally expresses her faith in Rogers
to “continue to generate all that love and care” that she saw in Tommy and others.
“Faith in people is an a priori requirement for dialogue; the ‘dialogical man’
believes in others even before he meets them face to face,” writes Freire.47 Sally’s
letter thus attests to the fact that MRN functions as a space for dialogical interac-
tion and not simply as theatrical entertainment. The program occurs in both virtual
and real time, for in its stimulation of the emotions and invitation to interact with
Rogers as a “real” person, the distance between viewer and actor is breached in
ways unique to the television programing of Rogers’ time.

In his response letter, Rogers opens by telling Sally how he wishes that she “could
have been here” when he and his colleagues “shared [her] grief in losing Tommy.”48

Notice what Rogers does here in the opening of his letter. He describes a group of real
people, him included, who gathered together to share the news of Tommy’s death.
This rhetoric creates an immediate communication circle that includes, in addition to
both he and Sally, a group of friendly others—an empathic community that shares in
her grief. As such, Rogers creates a larger “we” between he and Sally while still
maintaining the intimate dialogical nature of their personal communiqué. The
image that comes to mind when reading this sentence is that of Rogers, standing
among his staff, reading Sally’s letter while his colleagues express sadness and empa-
thy for Sally and her family’s loss. The scene evokes a eulogy at a funeral, where
people connected to a recently deceased person gather together to say goodbyes and
honor that person’s life. This social ritual is constituted by both the gathering of
bodies and by a public speech. In the shared process of listening to a recollection of
the deceased and the lives he left behind, a reality of solidarity is created. In effect,
Rogers provided for Sally an impromptu funeral for Tommy attended by the creators
of his favorite television program.
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Such an event also yields a sense of “suffering with,” which is central to Christian
theology and to the role of the minister. In The Wounded Healer (1970), Henri
Nouwen, a public theologian and friend of Rogers, contends that the minister must
be willing to go beyond the strictly professional and become open to the other as a
fellow human being with similar wounds. The minister must first recognize the
sufferings of his own time and then make that recognition the starting point of his
service.49

As in other cases, Rogers affirms not just the positive feelings of his interlocutor but
also “negative” feelings such as anger and grief. “Of course you have bitter and angry
feelings about your loss,” he writes, “How strange it would be if you didn’t.” Rogers
attempts to reframe Sally’s feelings when he tells her that “otherwise, you would have
never done us the honor of sharing yourself with us….so much of Tommy’s beauty
must have come from you.” Here, he reminds Sally of the fullness of her own
humanity. He does not negate or assign negative judgment on the difficult feelings
she is experiencing. Rather, he acknowledges them as valid and then moves on to
focus on her appreciation of Tommy’s beauty. According to Pierre Furter, “authentic
humanism consists in permitting the emergence of the awareness of our full human-
ity, as a condition and as an obligation, as a situation and as a project.”50 Then,
assigning value to the observation Tommy made in his letter—“Tommy’s note about
the IV is very helpful to me”—Rogers informs Sally that he will use Tommy’s
statement in a series of shoots for hospitalized children currently in production. “I
am constantly learning from children,” he writes.

This last line is notable in regards to Freire’s understanding of dialogic because it
demonstrates the importance of the dialogical relations method of education in which
both teacher and student learn from each other. “Education must begin with the
solution of the teacher-student contradiction, by reconciling the poles of the contra-
diction so that both are simultaneously teachers and students.”51 Here Rogers’ humi-
lity, again a fundamental requirement for dialogue according to Freire, resounds as he
reverses the normative and assumed knowledge transfer from teacher to student and
places the capacity to illuminate the world with the student/child. This move further
serves to place both Sally and her son Tommy on equal footing with Rogers in their
shared humanity. Each have authentic knowledge and experience to share with the
other and that dialogical exchange results in true learning for all participants.

Finally, Rogers shifts his attention to Sally’s remaining children, Donny and
Marty. He tells Sally how fortunate they are to have her as a mother. He also,
albeit without going into much detail, informs her that her impression of their
reception of Tommy’s death may not be as painless as she perceives. “Their
fantasies about Tommy’s death could be very frightening,” he writes, sharing
with her his knowledge of child psychology in a straight-forward manner. He
concludes by telling Sally that his thoughts and prayers and those of his produc-
tion team are with her. “Again, my thanks for allowing us to be part of your
wonderful family. Most sincerely, Fred Rogers.” The final sentences conclude in
the same, familial way that he opened the letter, emphasizing his (and his staff’s)
kinship with Sally and her family. However, it is not simply a relationship that
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Rogers creates with this statement. It is an imaginary formation of a familial group
created through the written word. Rogers then thanks Sally for allowing him (and
his staff) to be a “part” of her family. Here Rogers inverts the assumed relations
between he and Sally by expressing his gratitude to her for accepting him into her
intimate, familial world. He also disembowels the consumer paradigm of other
television programs in which the viewer is understood as an anonymous
consumer.

Conclusion: Dialogic Communication Ethics and the Good

In identifying difference as the defining characteristic of postmodernity, wherein
competing understandings of the truth comprise the dominant discursive lens from
which we view the world, Arnett posits that the postmodern moment, rooted in the
reality of difference and pluralism, requires “a public mapping of a sense of the
good.”52 In examining philosophical and other mission-focused documents written
by Rogers during the foundational years of the program’s creation and execution, it is
clear that Rogers, in witnessing the troubling social and political tumult of the 1960s,
identified a crisis of values—a crisis of the society’s sense of the good and how to
foster it.

In 1969, Rogers testified before a session chaired by Congressman William S.
Moorhead on education and creativity. He spoke of the reasons why, in his view,
the youth of the country were revolting, turning away from virtue and creativity and
towards “alleys and cellars and nudity and pot.”53

It is my conviction that the Youth who are in revolt are being revolted by our failure
to know who they really are. They are tired of being enrolled, assigned, pro-
grammed, graded and molded from without. They are weary of the passive-verbs
of education and they want to work at their own developmental level of becoming
who they really are.54

Rogers then describes a nursery school child, building highways with wooden blocks,
who, 12 years later, learns that everything he cared for in school was somewhere along
the way labeled “extra-curricular.” “The child’s own growth tasks, his own inner ways
of coping with his environment, as well as his feelings, were all labeled as unimportant
and the business of memorizing somebody else’s book and doing what he’s told
became the only ways to PASS.”55 He then speaks about the values he places on
children’s creativity in his “television visits,” the object of which is to “remind children
that each one of them is unique and that each one has something special to bring to
any relationship.” After such value is communicated, he notes, he is able to teach
social and cognitive lessons, emphasizing the primary importance of his articulation of
the child’s unique worth.

The child’s real triumphs are reflected in his abilities to cope with his own feelings
to make the most of his own unique endowment and those are the triumphs that I
applaud. It is a person’s creativity which allows him to make something of himself.
It is this natural human creativity for which I have such deep respect. It is this
creativity which must be fostered far beyond the five-year-olds.56
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Here we can see how Rogers’ philosophy emerges from an assessment of the crises of
his time, a task emphasized as essential for the role of minister by Nouwen. From this
analysis, Rogers puts forth his prescription for repair and reform. One must begin the
communication transaction with an affirmative discourse that reminds the learner of
her unique worth, Rogers contends. Only after this has been established can one
“teach social and cognitive lessons,” in as much as having worth requires the recogni-
tion of the other.

While one might be tempted to draw parallel connections between Fred Rogers’
approach to dialogue and the “humanistic, psychological dialogue of Carl Rogers, I
would argue that Fred Rogers’ approach more accurately falls within Martin Buber’s
phenomenological dialogue.”57 This distinction is an important one because it speaks
once again to the reasons why presuppositions or narrative commitments matter in
regards to communication and interpretation.

Carl Rogers’ understanding of dialogue holds the psyche at the center of its
departure. In contrast, the “between” is at the center of Buber’s dialogical under-
standing, which approaches dialogue from a phenomenological view. Indeed, Carl
Rogers uses language similar to Fred Rogers in asserting that, through dialogue, people
are able to “get in touch” with one’s “real self.” But, as Arnett clarifies, Carl Rogers’
“emphasis on ‘internal locus of control’ results in communicative meaning being
possessed inside the person.”

Buber rejects this notion, as does Fred Rogers, who builds learning, growth, and self-
discovery around the dialogical imperatives of the social, and, more specifically, the other
and the “between.” “A dialogic perspective rejects the psychologistic assertion that a
human being is a set of owned potentials that construct the abstract notion of a ‘real self’;
instead individuals must be sensitive to what is called for by the situation.”58 It is thus the
space of “the between,” as identified by Buber, where the dialogical occurs and unfolds.
From this perspective, “the psychological, that which happens within the souls of each, is
only the secret accompaniment to the dialogue.” That is to say that the meaning of any
dialogue is found in neither of the two dialogical partners or each of them combined
together, but rather in and within their interchange.59

While the psychological emphasizes becoming oneself by developing one’s own
potentials, Fred Rogers’ approach operates within Buber and Friedman’s situational
framework, in which a person may have to abandon her potential in order to
“honestly answer an invited dialogue from another.” This is the case with Julie, who
must abandon her perspective in order to accommodate the rhetorical situation. It is
in this process of meeting Mister Rogers and putting aside her prejudices that she
finds meaning in “the between” where she slowly experiences self-transformation.
“Being means responding without letting the potential help or harm to oneself limit
one’s answer. An individuals’ response must be called for by the situation and by her
role, not the potentialism of humanistic communication.”60 When the focus is on that
which occurs in the “between,” Buber notes there should sometimes exist a struggle
between what one feels and that which one says or does. Julie often experiences this
tension, yet she returns to the dialogue because she finds in the ‘between” a personal
shift towards something good.
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Because Carl Rogers views the human as innately good, dialogue from his
perspective is encouraged to unleash the psyche in the hopes of drawing out
organismic desires and inner reflections. Fred Rogers does not engage in such
practice. Rather, he creates a space for dialogue, critical thinking, and learning to
take place within the space of a dialogical “between” that is guided by both ethical
conversation and creative play. “Such an understanding of intentionality implies the
acceptance of a non-subject/object world view in which the meaning of a commu-
nication happening emerges ‘between’ persons, not in each person’s internal percep-
tions or through environmental control.”61 This position puts ethics before being as
first philosophy, as articulated by Levinas, who posits an ethics of being for the
other before oneself.62 For Levinas, the “I” finds identity in response to the other, as
does Julie. It is thus of particular importance for understanding Fred Rogers as he
works from an ethical “I and Thou” premise within a culture of supreme
individualism.

Following Levinas’ ethical framework, albeit unintentionally, Fred Rogers speaks to
a “culture of narcissism” through the countering act of dialogical invitation which he
honed and practiced during his studies in pastoral counseling and at the child
development laboratory of the Arsenal Family and Children’s Center.63 Rogers
actively creates a space of co-construction, in which both he and his dialogical partner
learn from one another in the space “between.” Moreover, in regards to the subject
matter we have discussed, that which is created in the “between” space on MRN
continues its communication path of becoming in the acts of letter writing.

Thus, by consistently reestablishing a dialogical conversation between himself and
his viewers and through repetition of similar messages that express value for the
unique worth of his viewer, Rogers is able to reach the viewer’s inner child, regardless
of age, and pull her into the “between” space with him. Careful to maintain a rhetoric
of care, respect, and appreciation, he creates this place of ethical exchange in which
both he and his viewer cognitively communicate with each other from a spiritual
space of interiority where authentic feelings and a primordial ethical sense of “I and
Thou” reside. Because Rogers reaches viewers on this deeper dialogical level of
communication, many identify in Rogers an interlocutor and treat him as such by
writing him letters.

Consistent with his philosophy for MRN, Rogers named his production company
“Family Communications,” emphasizing how he viewed mass communication from
the perspective of intergenerational and interpersonal communication working within
the domestic social unit of the family. The recognition of this intentional positionality
harkens to the anecdote with which we began our discussion. It features a letter
written by a mother who describes her son walking around the house singing the
MRN song “You’ve Got To Do It.” When her husband returns from work, she notes,
he joins in their viewing, and they discuss the program for days afterwards. Rogers
thus structured MRN to address family concerns and integrated himself into the
communication context of the domestic. Although in our contemporary digital
environment television co-viewing is no longer a norm, recent studies have shown,
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as we might expect considering this discussion, that this practice can have beneficial
learning effects on children.64

Finally, Rogers’ Christian background, along with his studies in child development,
are critical pieces for understanding MRN and his wider professional projects as they
inform his artistic and pedagogical choices. Although I have addressed some of these
elements in this piece, the space afforded does not permit a more extensive analysis,
which I do in my forthcoming work on MRN. My discussion helps to point the way to
possibilities for this analysis. In this article, I have shown how Rogers effectively
deployed a profound understanding of the dialogic method of communication and
education through an analysis of viewer lettered correspondence and philosophical
documents authored by Rogers.
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